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概要： 半導体デバイスの微細化，低電圧化により電源ノイズが回路動作に影響を与えることが問題に

なっている．特にメモリ素子（SRAM）ではビット反転の誤動作（エラー）が発生することが知られてい

る．今後更にデバイスの微細化か進むと SRAM と同様の回路構造を持つフリップフロップ（FF）でも電源

ノイズの影響が顕著になる可能性がある．本論文では FFにおいても電源ノイズによる SRAM と同様もしく

は他の誤動作の発生の有無を解析した．その結果，ビット反転エラーおよびキャプチャエラーが発生す

るとこを確認した．またその発生原因を解明し，誤動作対策方法を提案する． 
 

1. Introduction  
In accordance with shrinking device sizes and lower-power 

supplies, of VLSI circuits, power supply noises have come to 
influence circuit behaviors. The bit-flip error of SRAM is well 
known as an influence on power supply noise [1]. The main cause 
of the error occurrence relates to sizes and threshold voltages of 
transistors in SRAM [2]. A FF circuit has a structure similar to 
SRAM. Therefore, when device sizes shrink, the lower-power 
supply and speeding up of VLSI circuits are further advanced, the 
problem mentioned above (e.g. bit-flip error) is also noticeable in 
the FF circuit [3]. 

This paper analyzes the behaviors of the FF circuit under several 
conditions including the threshold variation of transistors. This 
paper uses simulation-based analysis for investigating behaviors 
of FF circuits influenced by power supply noise. From analysis 
results, this paper also proposes countermeasures for errors. Note 
that we carried out the circuit simulation that gave the worst 
conditions (i.e., pessimistic scenario) to analyze the influence of 
power supply noise. 

2. Analysis of FF circuits 
For analyzing the behavior of the latch circuit, the Hspice 

simulator and 45-nm and 16-nm device parameters are used by 
changing simulation conditions: threshold variations of transistors 
and amplitude, duration and insertion timing of power supply 
noise [4]. Four D-FF circuits (FF1-FF4) are used for behavior 
analysis (i.e., transmission gate and clocked inverter types and two 
kinds of the connection node between master slave latches) (e.g., 
Fig. 1)  [5].  

From the analysis results, two kinds of errors are verified. One 
is the bit-flip error which means that the logic value held in the 
master latch is inverted by noise. The other is the capture error in 
which the slave latch captures an erroneous value because of the 
reduction of the output voltage of the master latch by noise. 

Table 1 summarizes circuit conditions for error occurrences. 
The column “necessary” means necessary conditions and 
“combination” means other combinational condition. Error 
occurrences are deeply related to threshold variations at the loop 
part in the master latch circuit and noise generation around the 
clock edge. Analysis results and countermeasures of bit-flip errors 
are mainly shown in the following because of the page limitation. 

 
 

 

Fig. 1   Master latch of transmission gate type (FF3 and FF4). 

 
Table 1   Conditions of error occurrences 

 

 

 

Fig. 2   Causes of bit-flip error. 
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When the logic value of z3 changes from 0 to 1 and the logic 
value of z4 changes from 1 to 0, the bit-flop error occurs. Two 
causes of the error are considered (Fig. 2).  The first one relates to 
the rising voltage of the z3 node, which is caused when the power 
supply voltage returns to a normal voltage level. A current from 
VDD to z3 flows through parasitic capacitances of gate-source 
terminals of transistors P5 and P8 when the power supply voltage 
changes. The current flows to GND through gate G14 and 
transistor N6 of G7. At this time, both the flowing current and 
resistive components of gates on the current path cause a rising 
voltage of the z3 node. 

The second cause relates to threshold variations of transistors. 
The threshold voltage of gate G6 is (nMOS, pMOS)=(fast, slow) 
and that of gate G7 is (nMOS, pMOS)=(slow, fast). Thus, N5 of 
G6 easily turns on, and the voltage of node z4 easily goes to a low 
level. Similarly, P6 of G7 easily turns on, and the voltage of node 
z3 easily goes to a high level.  

The cause of the error, z3=10 and z4=01, is similar to the 
above.  

From simulation results of 16-nm device parameters, those 
errors of 16-nm FFs occur easily under smaller amplitude and a 
shorter duration of power supply noise than 45-nm FFs, because 
the power supply voltage and the threshold voltage of 16-nm 
parameters are lower than those of 45-nm parameters. From those 
results, as shrinking of the device size proceeds, errors in FF 
circuits easily occur. 

3. Countermeasures for FF error 
The main cause of error, z3=01 and z4=10, is the voltage 

rising at z3 generated by the current from VDD to z3 through the 
parasitic capacitance and the resistive component of the gate. To 
prevent the error of, those values need to become small (Fig. 3). 
The size of gate G6 and/or G8 becomes small. Since this change 
results in the capacitance of G6 and/or G8 becoming small, the 
current from VDD to z3 becomes small. In addition, the size of 
gate G7 becomes large. Since this change results in the resistance 
of G7 becoming small, the voltage rising at z3 becomes small even 
if there is current flow. Moreover, since the drivability of G7 
becomes strong, G7 preferentially produces a proper output value, 
and it becomes difficult for the error to occur. 

For the error of z3=10 and z4=01, countermeasure is 
similar to the above. 

Table 2 shows a performance comparison of countermeasure for 
the bit-flip error of z3=01 and z4=10. Comparing with the 
original FF design, transistor sizes to be large are modified to a 
double width and those to be small are modified to a half width. 
The effectiveness of those countermeasures was verified by circuit 
simulation. As a result, they do not cause the bit-flip error even if 
the maximum power supply noise is applied. Except for the delay 
time of FF3 consisting of transistors of a half size of G8, modified 
FFs show the almost same performances with them of the original 
FFs. Therefore, it is considered that proposed countermeasures are 
effective to prevent errors caused by power supply noise. Since 
transistor sizes of G8 in FF3 become small, drivability of G8 
decreases. As a result, the propagation delay time of FF3 increases. 

About other errors and other FFs including 16-nm FFs, 
transistor sizes were modified according to the method shown in 
this section. The effectiveness of those countermeasures was also 
verified by circuit simulation. As a result, all modified FFs never 
cause the error. 

4. Conclusions 
This paper analyzed the influence of power supply noise on FF 

circuit behaviors. Occurrences of the bit-flip error and the capture 
error were verified by circuit simulations, and their causes were 
clarified.  

As countermeasures for the occurrences of those errors, 
adjustment of the drivability of gates by changing transistor sizes 
was effective. However, each countermeasure is effective for each 
error respectively and is not effective for other errors. The 
occurrence of the error depends on the current flow amount and 
the transistor size in the FF circuit. This means that the basic 
problem of the error occurrence is circuit structures in themselves 
of conventional FFs. Thus, as future work, development of FF 
circuits with new structures that can prevent malfunctions caused 
by power supply noise is needed. 

 

 

Fig. 3   Countermeasure for bit-flip error. 

 
Table 2   Performance comparison of modified FFs 
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